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1 Brief Background

Ramsey’s article, which provides the basis for the Ramsey Equation, is a classic – written in
1928, and decades ahead of its time. It provides important foundations for the key argument
in the Stern Review (see Section 2.A of the Review) concerning the choice of discount rate.

While the article is highly technical (mathematically speaking), one can extract relevant
intuition, as follows:

Consider an important problem, from an individual’s point of view: how should you allocate
spending on consumption across time? How much should you consume today versus tomor-
row? (Given that what you don’t consume today out of your wealth, you save, this can also
be viewed as a decision problem involving how much you should save today.)

Ramsey considers a more general variant of this question: how much should society save?
He writes down an intertemporal optimization problem, where a representative individual
decides how to allocate consumption (and thus saving) through time, subject to society
facing a resource constraint. It turns out that the solution to this problem must always
satisfy the Ramsey Equation.

To recap, according to the Ramsey Equation,

r = δ + ηg, (1)

where r is the interest (or discount) rate, δ is the pure rate of time preference, η is the
coefficient of relative risk aversion and g is the per capita growth in consumption.
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In words, the Ramsey equation says that along the optimal path, the rate of return from
saving (and so deferring consumption) has to equal the rate of return to consumption. The
former is given by the rate of interest (r on the left hand side (or in shorthand, ‘LHS’) of
the Ramsey Equation (1)), while the latter is equal to the right hand side (or in shorthand,
‘RHS’) of the equation (given by the rate of time preference (δ) plus the product of the other
two terms).

The equation provides a necessary condition for consumption to be smoothed optimally across
time periods. Specifically, the optimal program involves spreading consumption over time
periods so that the marginal benefits of consumption are equalized across adjacent periods.

2 Practical Usage

So how to use all this in a practical way? Suppose we knew δ, η, and g. Then we could use
the equation to calculate the implied value of r, a very key parameter in the cost-benefit
calculations featured in the Stern Review. (This is how the Ramsey Equation is used – see
also our class discussion of Weitzman’s excellent ‘Review’ of Stern.)

Let us take these elements in turn, understand their impact on r, and offer some intuition.

Pure rate of time preference (δ)

This captures natural impatience in Ramsey’s formulation. It governs how consumers dis-
count utility over time. A higher δ would raise the marginal benefit of consuming now –
the RHS of (1) – and so raise r via the formula. That is, we would need a higher discount
rate r to ensure that the marginal benefit of saving were correspondingly higher, given that
consumers were now more impatient – required for efficiency.

The risk aversion parameter (η)

As η rises, so the consumer dislikes consumption levels to vary a lot, so will have a higher
incentive to move certain consumption to the present. A higher value for η raises the RHS of
(1), which increases the expected value of consuming now, and by the same type of reasoning,
would require a higher return to savings, r.

The expected growth rate of consumption (g)

If you think consumers are going to be richer in future, then it makes sense to move more
consumption to the present. This raises the RHS of (1) and leads to a higher r.
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In sum, all the above is implicit in the Ramsey Equation. Essentially, one compares the
benefit of saving (deferring consumption), measured by the rate of return, with the benefit
of consuming today, which is greater relative to waiting the higher the components on the
right hand side of the Ramsey Equation are. (That is the type of reasoning we have just
been over.)

Estimates of δ, η, and g?

So far so good. Now where do we get the values of δ, η, and g from? Weitzman offered some
discussion. Very key is the idea that δ and η are, in essence, ethical parameters. Choosing
them is a matter, therefore, of ethics, going beyond what technocratic economics alone can
determine.

Nordhaus versus Weitzman

Resources today should either be allocated to consumption or saved, for use in productive
projects, ranked based on their internal rates of return: that is what good economics dictates.
Nordhaus argued in 2007 (in a very clear article) that saving to avert climate change has
a low internal rate of return, relative to other viable projects – for instance, investing in
primary education in African countries.

In contrast, Weitzman argues that saving the planet from total destruction – an extreme
event that arises with a non-zero probability – means that investing now to avert possible
catastrophe should be pushed up the list of viable investment projects. (Another way of
putting it: one cannot make proper sense of consuming in a future that will quite likely
resemble a science fiction dystopia, making life very hard to sustain in it.) His 2007 article
and subsequent work provides a formal way of extending the Ramsey Equation accordingly,
to account for what he calls ‘fat tail uncertainty.’

3 What do you need to know?

1. A significant part of the argument in the Stern Review is built on the Ramsey Equation
(see Section 2A of the Stern Review).

2. Specifically, the Ramsey Equation provides the main apparatus for estimating the discount
rate r of 1.4 percent. How? By plugging in the values of the components on the RHS of the
Ramsey Equation, as we described.

3. You should know what the terms in the equation refer to – see above.

4. You should have some intuition for how changes in the parameters on the right hand side
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of the Ramsey Equation affect r – see above.

5. In turn, you should have an intuitive sense of what ‘consumption smoothing’ is and how
it would be achieved.
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